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After IAP contests, eternal glory

Reporter’s Notebook

D-Lab goes
to Ecuador
Students help locals
using local solutions
By Jingyun Fan
Staff reporter

Feng Wu—The Tech

Team 9 wins
annual Maslab
competition

‘Backdoor Bandit’ Nabs Most Mice in 6.270
Autonomous Robot Design Competition
By Ana Lyons
News Editor

By Robert McQueen
News Editor

Last Friday, robot enthusiasts flocked to 26-100 to watch
Maslab, one of MIT’s most
popular IAP student competitions. This year, ten teams took
to the playing field, building and
programming robots to autonomously identify red and yellow
balls and scoring them into their
respective goals. The champion
this year was Team 9, made up of
Geza Kovacs ‘12, Daniel J. Stallworth ‘11, Raqeebul I. Ketan ‘11,
Jeremy M. Martin ‘10, and Chukwuka C. Mbagwu ‘11.
At the beginning of the
month, teams were given a basic kit consisting of an EeePC,
uORC board, camera, gyroscope, and other materials necessary to build a mobile robot.
The Maslab staff hosted mock
competitions and labs, but oth-

Maslab, Page 9

In Short
Students should turn
in signed registration
forms by Friday to the
Student Services Center
(11-120). Late forms incur a $40 fee.
The APO book exchange
will be selling textbooks in the Mezzanine
Lounge of the Student
Center (W20-307) from
10 a.m.–5 p.m. all this
week. Books can still be
dropped off for sale at
the exchange.

They’re not furry, they’re not friendly,
but perhaps they’re housebroken.
In this year’s 6.270 Autonomous Robot
Competition, robots — or rather, “space
cats” — raced each other to catch the most
“mice” and win the grand prize: Dell netbooks for their human masters and all the
“space catnip” they could want.

“Iron Nerd”
captures
6.470 prize
Daniel A. Whitlow ’10 and JongMoon Kim ’09 took
home the $4,000
first-place prize in
the 6.470 Web Programming Competition for their
site to help users
network with fellow exercisers.
Details, page 9

Alumnus and Nobel Prize
laureate Paul Krugman
PhD ’77 will be discussing the credit crisis on
Friday at 4:15 p.m. in 32123. http://web.mit.edu/
uea/www.
First tweet from space!
Flight Engineer T.J. Cream
er, or “@Astro_TJ,” greeted
Space Station followers via
Twitter for the first time
last Saturday.
Send news information
and tips to
news@tech.mit.edu.

In orientation for my trip to Ecuador for D-Lab,
an introductory international development class,
we were told to pack mirrors — so that we could
make candlelight brighter. Wait, I thought. There
wouldn’t be electricity?
As it turned out, I didn’t ever need to pull out
my mirror, and in many ways, and the communities we visited in Ecuador were less rustic than I
had expected. But there wasn’t too much time for
comparing and contrasting. We kept busy building
a drip irrigation system and setting up new lines of
communication between urban and rural medical
clinics. Our backdrops were beautiful: the Andes

D-Lab, Page 10

Nathan C. Villagaray-Carski ’13, William D. Drevo ’13, and Robert A. Webber
’13, calling themselves team “East Coast
Dolphins,” won first place with their robot
“Backdoor Bandit.”
According to the course website, each
team is given the same kit containing various sensors, electronic components, batteries, motors, and LEGOs and has three

6.270, Page 9

“My Archon Died Bellamfording the
Stream” Beats Prof. Mordemort
By Jiyeon Baek
“Some of you may remember
me. All of you should
remember me. I am Professor
Mordemort, Evil Lord of the
Robots.”
In an e-mail sent out to
campus, the fictitious Professor-Who-Probably-ShouldNot-Be-Named announced to
students the commencement

of the iconic 6.370 BattleCode
competition, which took place
last Saturday in Kresge at 7
p.m.
Out of about 400 competing
teams and 1,400 participants,
team “My Archon Died Bellamfording the Stream” walked
away with the first place title
and $5,000 from this year’s
6.370 BattleCode competition,

BattleCode, Page 9

Tech debuts new look
By Jeff Guo
Editor in Chief

Today you see a transformed
Tech.
For 129 years, The Tech has
provided news and entertainment for MIT students, faculty,
staff, alumni and family members. Our commitment to serving
the community means we must
stay relevant as the Institute and
world changes. Today you see
one of the results: We have updated our look to be more legible
and reader-friendly, incorporat-

ing the best features of modern
newspaper design. The changes
we have made are countless, but
I am excited to share with you
these highlights:
• Page layouts are more open.
Stories get more space, with
bigger photos and more sidebars.
• On the front page, brand new
boxes at the bottom will guide
you to the most interesting
stories in the issue.
• To make thumbing through
the paper easier, we have
moved our section labels to

Jingyun Fan—The Tech

Members of Atapo Quichalan demonstrate the
drip irrigation system to nearby communities in
the Andes mountains on Jan. 24. The system was
developed in a joint effort by members of MIT’s
D-Lab and members of Atapo Quichalan.

In Memory Of

Howard Johnson
Former MIT President Howard Wesley Johnson, who drew upon his management acumen
to guide the Institute during the tumultuous late
1960s, died Saturday December 12, 2009. He
was 87.
Johnson, who also served as chair of the MIT
Corporation, became
the 12th president
of MIT in 1966 after
serving seven years
as dean of the Sloan
School of Management.
“Howard
Johnson’s combination of
buoyant optimism,
extraordinary integrity and deep wisdom
MIT News Office
enabled him to steer
a course well beyond the daily fray. Drawing
on these remarkable qualities, he guided MIT
through its most turbulent chapter,” said MIT

Johnson, Page 10

Redesign, Page 9

Should Frosh
Live Off campus?
They should live where
their community is,
and for some, that’s
their FSILG. OpN, p. 4

Various States of Undress

The Tech’s new sex columnist laments
an unfinished job. CL, p. 6

Sex toys for Two

We review body paint, the We Vibe and a
weird spherical plaything. CL, p. 6

We’re Giving Away
Sex Toys
Just tell us why you deserve one. CL, p. 7

Afghanistan
Now, Then what?
Gen. McChrystal says
we should mend failed
states. But there are
tons of those. OPn,
p. 5
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STAFF METEorologist

A lot of my friends have been
asking me where I was for the
past month. And here is what I
tell them: I was in weather nerd
heaven. I spent three weeks in
Boulder, CO working on my senior thesis at a NOAA research
center, and a week at the American Meteorological Society annual meeting in Atlanta, GA. Yes,
weather nerd heaven. I went to
weather briefings, listened to
seminars on Arctic climate at
NCAR, and met many experts.
But it was a conversation on my
last day that really got me thinking. I had the opportunity to
have coffee with a distinguished

NOAA scientist to talk about career choices and climate. She said
that the time that we are going
to live in will be unprecedented
in terms of climate, and that we
will be the generation to witness
however the world is to change.
Just something to ponder before
the psets set in...
But on to the weather! As you
may have noticed, it has been
cold lately, and given high pressure to our north and a cold front
that passed through this morning, this cold air will remain for
the week. There is a chance for
snow on Wednesday with a weak
trough, but after this passes we
should see dry (and still cold)
conditions and high pressure
builds back into the Northeast.

Extended Forecast
Today: Chilly with a high near 32°F (0°C). Light wind from
the north initially.).
Tonight: Cold with an overnight low around 22°F (-6°C) and
chance snow.
Tomorrow: Chance snow, high near 30°F (-1°C). Low near
20°F (-7°C).
Thursday or Sunday: Sunny, but still chilly! High near 30°F
(-1°C). Clear skies bring a low near 15°F (-9°C).
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of traveling beyond low Earth orbit.
Whether Congress agrees to
restructuring NASA remains to be
seen. After spending $9 billion on
Constellation, canceling contracts
with Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Alliant Techsystems and other companies would cost an additional $2.5
billion, NASA officials said.
As reports of the impending cancellation of Constellation leaked out
last week, members of Congress,
particularly those representing Alabama, Florida and Texas, homes
of the NASA centers most involved
with the program, expressed concern.
The Obama budget proposes
$18 billion over five years for development of technologies like fuel stations in orbit, new types of engines
to accelerate spacecraft through
space, and robotic factories that
could churn soil on the Moon —
and eventually Mars — into rocket
fuel.
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The ambitious space initiative
that President Barack Obama unveiled for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on
Monday calls for sweeping changes
in mission and priorities for the
52-year-old agency, yet omits two
major details: where the agency will
send its astronauts and a timetable
for getting them there.
If Obama’s proposed budget is
implemented, NASA a few years
from now would be fundamentally
different from NASA today. The
space agency would no longer operate its own spacecraft, but essentially buy tickets for its astronauts
on commercially launched rockets. Future missions to deep space
would draw in larger cooperation
and financing from other nations.
For some, like the Republican
Sen. Richard C. Shelby of Alabama,

Weather
By Elizabeth Maroon

where NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center has been developing the
rockets singled out for cancellation
by Obama’s budget, the proposed
changes “begin the death march
for the future of U.S. human spaceflight.”
Others, like Charles Lurio, a
space consultant and an advocate
of a so-called New Space commercial approach, were ecstatic.
“What this potentially gives us
is a real space program, not a faux
space program,” Lurio said. “The
real one is one that builds a foundation for practical use and exploration.”
As expected, Obama’s proposal
seeks the cancellation of the Ares
I rocket, in development for four
years as a replacement to the space
shuttles. More unexpected, the request also would kill Orion, the crew
capsule that was to sit atop the Ares
I. The Orion is the only spacecraft in
development that would be capable

The New York Times
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BAGHDAD — A woman who veiled her explosives in a black
robe struck a column of Shiite pilgrims on the outskirts of Baghdad on Monday in a suicide attack that Iraqi officials had predicted but could not stop.
The attack — coming a week after four enormous bombings
in Baghdad using vehicles driven by suicide bombers — killed at
least 38 people and wounded scores more along a major roadway in an industrial district on the northern edge of Baghdad,
according to officials.
The bombing occurred despite what officials had pledged
would be intensified security for the annual pilgrimage to Shiite
Islam’s holiest shrine in Iraq, underscoring the ability of insurgents to outmaneuver the country’s security forces, seemingly
at will.
—Steven Lee Myers, The New York Times

sage accompanying the fiscal volumes, said most of the debt owes
to the spending and tax cuts of the
past decade when Republicans controlled both the White House and
Congress. He took credit for having
made “hard choices and painful
trade-offs not seen in Washington
for many years.”
Obama’s budget director, Peter
R. Orszag, said the president would
keep his campaign promise to cut
the deficit he inherited in half by
the end of his term. By the administration’s calculation, the deficit for
fiscal year 2013 will be equal to just
over 4 percent of the gross domestic
product. When Obama took office,
the projected $1.3 trillion deficit
was equivalent to more than 9 percent of the gross domestic product.
Even so, the president’s budget
shows that by the end of the decade,
annual deficits will begin moving
up inexorably, reflecting the fastrising costs of health and retirement
programs for an aging baby-boom
population.
Economists generally say annual deficits should not consistently
exceed 3 percent.

Obama budget privatizes NASA
space exploration
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Bomber kills 38 pilgrims on
outskirts of Baghdad

WASHINGTON — President Barack
Obama declared in presenting his
new 10-year budget proposal on
Monday that “our fiscal situation
remains unacceptable,” but he insisted that the country pursue his
ambitious domestic agenda despite
facing swollen budget deficits for
the foreseeable future.
“Just as it would be a terrible
mistake to borrow against our children’s future to pay our way today,
it would be equally wrong to neglect
their future by failing to invest in
areas that will determine our economic success in this new century,”
Obama said at the White House.
The budget projects that the deficit will peak at nearly $1.6 trillion in
the current fiscal year, a post-World
War II record, and then decline but
remain at economically troublesome levels over the remainder of
the decade. In the coming fiscal
year 2011, which begins in October,
the projected shortfall would be under $1.3 trillion.
Over 10 years, according to the
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Iran experts have said that the government hastily ordered
the executions last week of Arash Rahmanipour, 19, and Mohammad-Reza Ali-Zamani, 37, another political prisoner, to
intimidate the opposition and to silence the protests that have
persisted since the disputed June 12 presidential elections.
With the government’s opponents planning another large
demonstration Feb. 11, the country is bracing for another wave
of executions. At least nine other prisoners have been charged
with the capital crime of moharebeh, which means waging war
against God.
“The executions are clearly a sign of the government’s frustration to end the protests,” said Hadi Ghaemi, the executive
director of the International Campaign for Human Rights in
Iran, a group based in the United States. “There are fears that
the government might engage in the kind of cleansing that it did
between 1980 and 1988, when it executed more than 3,000 political prisoners.”
—Nazila Fathi, The New York Times

administration, the budget would
save an estimated $1.2 trillion,
mainly by ending the Bush tax cuts
for the richest Americans and freezing some domestic spending for
three years. But that total is roughly
one-fifth of the size of the debt that
will pile up from now to 2020, the
budget shows.
In the short run, some relatively
minor domestic programs as well
as big-ticket military equipment
would be cut or eliminated, while
education and civilian research
would get big increases. Wealthy
Americans, big banks and oil and
gas companies would pay more
in taxes, but the middle class and
small businesses would get additional tax cuts worth hundreds of
billions of dollars.
Republican leaders in Congress, in a flurry of news releases,
dismissed the Obama budget with
the identical phrase: “more of the
same.”
“More spending, more taxes and
more debt,” added Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the Senate Republican leader.
But Obama, in the budget mes-

The New York Times
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Iran, with opposition protests
continuing, executes more
prisoners

By Jackie Calmes
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WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Monday that he was replacing the general in charge of the Pentagon’s largest weapons program — the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
— and withholding $614 million in award fees from the contractor, Lockheed Martin.
The surprise announcement came from a Pentagon chief
who has sought to impose accountability across the department’s senior leadership and who himself had promoted plans
for the new plane last year in persuading Congress to kill the
more expensive F-22 fighter jet. But a special Pentagon review
team since warned of possibly billions of dollars in cost overruns on the plane, and Gates announced that he was restructuring the program and requiring the company to cover some of
the extra costs.
Gates disclosed the reshuffling on the F-35 program as he
released the Pentagon’s proposed $708.3 billion spending package for the fiscal year 2011.
After a dramatic first year in which the Obama administration killed the F-22 and other expensive weapons programs, the
Pentagon presented a new budget that includes a $14.8 billion
increase over the current spending totals. Perhaps more important in the long term, the proposed spending plan represents a
consolidation of Gates’ desire to add money to try to win today’s
wars rather than spending as much on future weaponry.
—Christopher Drew and Thom Shanker,
The New York Times

Obama submits a budget of
‘hard choices’
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Pentagon, citing cost overruns,
makes shift on a fighter
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By Ginger Thompson
The New York Times

PORT-AU-PRINCE,
HAITI —
“God wanted us to come here to
help children, we are convinced
of that,” Laura Silsby, one of 10
Americans accused of trafficking Haitian children, said Monday through the bars of a jail cell
here. “Our hearts were in the right
place.”
Whatever their intentions, the
Americans who were detained
at the Dominican border with 33
children struck a deep emotional
chord in this earthquake-damaged country.
Even as Haiti’s crippled government asserted itself in the name of
defending the nation’s children,
officials made it clear that more
was at stake. In the wake of the
worst natural disaster in Haiti’s
history, authorities have opened
the country to a flood of international assistance, some of it coming uncomfortably close to infringing on national sovereignty.
The 10 Americans, authorities
said, crossed the line.
Prime Minister Jean-Max Bellerive angrily denounced the
Americans as “kidnappers” who
“knew what they were doing was
wrong.” Justice Minister Paul
Denis said, “We may be weakened,
but without laws the Haitian state
would cease to exist.”
And the chief of the National
Judicial Police, Frantz Thermilus, said, “What surprises me is
that these people would never do
something like this in their own
country. We must make clear they

cannot do such things in ours.”
The Americans, Baptists affiliated with a church in Meridian,
Idaho, said they were trying to rescue orphans from the earthquake
and take them to an orphanage
in the Dominican Republic. But
even that noble intent began to
fall apart under scrutiny on Monday as questions were raised about
whether the children were indeed
orphans.
Silsby said that a Haitian pastor in Port-au-Prince, Jean Sanbil
of the Sharing Jesus Ministries,
had brought them the children,
whose ages ranged from 2 months
to 12 years.
While she acknowledged that
the group not have documentation
that the children were orphans or
permission to remove them from
the country, she told reporters on
Saturday, after they had been arrested, that they had planned to
return to the capital to complete
the paperwork.
On Monday, Silsby said that in
the midst of the crisis they did not
think they needed the documents.
She said the group did not intend
to offer the children for adoption.
“We intended to raise those children and be with them their entire
lives, if necessary,” she said.
Wearing pedal pushers, sandals and a top printed with palm
trees, she recalled the rambunctious twin boys and the two skinny
sisters placed in her care. “These
kind of children are sold across
the border for the price of a chicken,” she said. “We wanted to give
them lives of joy and dignity in
God’s love.”

With eye on its reputation,
Toyota issues repair
for pedal
DETROIT — Toyota, struggling to eliminate questions surrounding millions of its vehicles, announced a repair on Monday to stop gas pedals from possibly sticking and causing cars
to speed up unexpectedly.
The solution involves installing a steel reinforcement bar
in the pedal assemblies of 2.3 million vehicles in the United
States. Toyota has said it will provide replacement pedals to
more than 5 million buyers whose cars were recalled over floor
mats that could jam the accelerator.
The company said last fall that floor mats were the lone
cause of the problem — only to add in January that pedal assemblies could cause accelerators to stick.
Now, the company is trying to assure owners and car shoppers that the matter is settled and to restore its credibility,
which has been shaken more than in past recalls.
“If they’ve got it, great,” said Edwin M. Baum, head of the
product and consumer litigation practice at Proskauer Rose in
Manhattan. “If they haven’t got it, they have even bigger problems. Nobody knows right now.”
—Micheline Maynard, The New York Times

Where fear still rules,
speaking freely makes a
comeback
BAGHDAD — At the end of a week that included two spectacular bomb attacks, Ali al-Nijar left his home to talk about poetry. Al-Nijar, a retired professor of agriculture, was squeezed in
among 60 others at a weekly literary salon on Baghdad’s Mutanabi Street, one of about a dozen salons that have sprung up
around the city in the last two years as violence has dropped.
For centuries salons were a vital part of Iraqi intellectual
life, places where people of different classes or sects met to
discuss culture, literature or ideas. At one time Baghdad had
more than 200 salons, about a quarter of them run by Jews,
said Tariq Harb, a lawyer who is a regular at several salons and
hosts his own.
But during Saddam Hussein’s presidency, the salons dwindled away or went underground, as people objected to government control or feared the presence of government spies. In
the sectarian violence that followed the 2003 invasion, people
were often afraid to meet in public.
Safia al-Souhail started her salon in April, after a level of
peace had come to the city. It meets one afternoon a month
at her home and ends after dark, which would have been unthinkable during the height of sectarian violence.
—John Leland, The New York Times

SPRING BREAK

Spring Break comes to life...
Live Concerts
Awesome VIP Parties
Beautiful Beaches
Scenic Cliff Jumping
Spectacular Sunsets
Book Your Trip Today! Contact:

www.ststravel.com

Word.
join@tt.mit.edu

W20-483, 617-253-1541

Congratulations!
2010 Burchard Scholars
Omar Abudayyeh
Jenna Caldwell
Mengjie Ding
Jenny Dohlman
Sara Drakeley
Dora Gao
Allison Hamilos
Latifah Hamzah
Jennifer Lai
Allen Lin
Connie Lu
Razaz Mageid
Lauren McGough
Asad Moten
Alexandra Piotrowski
Julia Reardon
Ricky Richardson

Khalea Robinson
David Rolnick
Emma Rosen
Sarah Rumbley
Mariya Samoylova
Cory Smith
Ethan Solomon
Eduardo Sverdlin-Lisker
Adrianna Tam
Stephanie Tong
Ian Tracy
Graham Van Schaik
Anastasia Vishnevetsky
Andy Wu
Chao Xue
Kiran Yemul
Michael Zomnir
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Protecting Haiti
while protecting its
‘orphans’

The Tech

The Burchard Scholars Program brings together distinguished members of the faculty
and promising sophomores and juniors who have demonstrated excellence in some
aspect of the humanities, arts, and social sciences. The Burchard Program format is a
series of dinner seminars held during the academic year to discuss topics of current
research introduced by MIT faculty members.

great ideas change the world
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
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A headline last Wednesday, “Sex Changes Just Got Easier!”
was offensive as well as technically inaccurate. The headline
has been changed to “MIT Reduces Paperwork for Gender
Changes” on our website.
Headlines are not written by the bylined authors of articles,
but by The Tech’s News Editors. We did not intend to offend or
make light of the difficulties associated with sex and gender

Corrections
An article last Wednesday on MIT’s Solar Electric Vehicle Team
gave the wrong year for Robert Pilawa. He is a current graduate student and completed his undergraduate degree in 2005, not 2006.
An article on January 20 about the use of Ritalin at MIT rendered incorrectly a quotation from Kristine A. Girard ’86, Chief
Associate of Mental Health at MIT Medical. Referring to their
high-school experience, she said that students with inattention
symptoms “may have been overlooked because the work isn’t so
demanding and they really didn’t have to pay attention,” not that

transitions.
We apologize. “Sex” refers to the physical characteristics of
a body, but “gender” refers to a personal sense of identity. MIT’s
policy changes had no effect on the ease of a sex reassignment,
merely on the administrative difficulties of recording a gender
change.
Sex reassignment and gender change are processes which
are never “easy,” and to state that one got “easier” because of an
administrative change diminishes the difficulty of the process.

— The Volume 129 News Editors

they “were overlooked” and “they didn’t have to pay attention.”
Referring to the MIT experience of such overlooked students, she
said they “are not able to take in information in lecture,” not that
they may “not be able to.”
The January 27 gender change article (see note) also incorrectly claimed the Registrar’s Office modeled its policy on that of
the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles. While the RMV’s
policies inspired those who lobbied the Registrar for the change,
the Registrar did not base MIT’s policy on the RMV’s policy.
A back-page photo of women’s soccer on October 20, 2009
misidentified the MIT player in the center of the photo. She is Jean
E. “Liz” Theurer ’09, not Erica C. Granger ’10.
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Letters To THe Editor

Picower money is
too dirty to accept
When MIT is offered millions of dollars,
I suspect there’s strong pressure to just say
“thank you” and not look too closely from
whence the money comes. The new Brain
and Cognitive Sciences building at Main
and Vassar Streets was in part funded by a
50 million dollar gift from Jeffry and Barbara Picower. Jeffry Picower recently died,
and according to his Will, MIT is probably
going to be offered an additional 25 million
dollars of Picower money sometime in the
next 12 months.
MIT should reject this money. The collapse of the Madoff ponzi has laid bare how
Jeffry Picower got to be so rich, and it’s not
pretty. The Picowers’ money is too dirty to
accept.
The court appointed Madoff Trustee
(Irving Picard) is suing the Picowers for
return of 7.2 billion and has made public in
court a detailed and convincing case that
Jeffry Picower and his wife Barbara, who ran

the Picower Foundation that funded the Picower Institute of Learning and Memory at
MIT, were active participants in fraud with
Madoff. The Trustee found the Picowers’
Madoff accounts riddled with blatant and
obvious fraud (backdating, phony tax loss
statements, and unrealistic returns), and
he argues that they knew their investments
with Madoff were a sham.
I did my own analysis of the Picower
Foundation stock portfolios (contained in
IRS 990 filings) and found a pattern of (statistically) impossible short terms investment
gains. Madoff shoveled out billions to the
Picowers, far more money than to anyone
else, constituting about 90 percent of Jeffry
Picower’s wealth, 35 times more money than
to Madoff’s immediate family. It just doesn’t
pass the smell test. Before his death, Jeffry Picower had his chance to rebut the Trustee’s
allegations in his own court filing. I’ve read it
and find it vague and unconvincing.
Over the last six months I have laid out
to MIT in a series of emails the case that in
accepting what amounts to stolen money
from the Picowers, not to mention honoring
them by naming buildings, labs, and profes-

sorships after them, MIT risks damaging its
integrity. Say no to any additional Picower
money, and start planning the erasure of
their name and influence from MIT.
— Donald Fulton ‘64

Marching for life
On January 22, 2010, tens of thousands
of people descended on the nation’s capital
with one message: end abortion, overturn
Roe v. Wade. MIT Pro-Life organized a
group that, together with students of Boston
University, Northeastern, Emmanuel College, and Harvard, took to the streets of
Washington D.C. demanding respect for life
from the moment of conception to that of
natural death.
The actual numbers from the March are
hard to determine, but organizers estimated
that more than 250,000 marchers attended.
The MIT Pro-Life group can vouch for the
size of the crowd: It took 40 minutes to start
walking after the March had officially begun
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Guest Column

Give freshmen a choice
Residence choice is what makes MIT such an amazing place
By Brian Neltner
You may have seen a recent initiative
which I helped publicize to allow freshmen
to live in fraternities, sororities, and independent living groups during their second
semester. The initiative
quotes a variety of reasons RELATED
why it is time to give second-semester freshmen See the
the freedom to choose text of the
their own residence, and petition, next
I encourage you to visit page
http://fsilg-housing.org
to sign on and support the effort. However,
this piece is not written by “us.” This piece
is written by me, because I want to explain
why this proposal is so important, from my

particular point of view.
I am from the undergraduate class of
2005, the last class allowed to live off campus as freshmen. I did, and I can say, without the slightest bit of hesitation that my
choice to do so was absolutely the most
important decision I have made in my adult
life. My experience in the MIT residence
system is the reason I am the person I am
today; a student nearing completion of a
PhD in Materials Science, the instructor of
the Shotokan Karate club, and an incredibly
lucky guy with an amazing group of friends
ranging from current freshmen to alumni
from the 60’s.
My fraternity offered me the opportunity to learn life skills that would have been
impossible for me to gain in a dorm at a

typical university. Even now, I find that the
majority of my social network is made up of
people I met through Tau Epsilon Phi (tEp)
— and I don’t think that this experience is at
all unique. That strong sense of residential
community is exactly what makes MIT such
a consistently amazing place.
But this experience is not unique to me,
and it’s not even unique to FSILG members.
French House, McCormick, Tetazoo, and
every other living group has a unique culture, and I feel so happy for the undergraduates who have found a community where
they can live and be successful. What really
upsets me is that freshmen who have decided that they want their support group to
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Obama should not let the fight in Afghanistan drift into an open-ended
commitment to mend failed states everywhere
By Keith Yost
staff columnist

Afghanistan used to be a simple narrative:
We’re going after the bad guys. It had a mission that could be summed up in two words:
happy hunting. There was a simple exit strategy: Put Osama Bin Laden’s head on a pike,
light up cigars, and slap each other on the
back as we saunter off to the C-130’s and fly
home.
After working my way through the McChrystal report on Afghanistan, an hour-long
read describing the ruthless insurgency that
has developed in that country and the general’s plan to combat it, I find myself pining
nostalgically for those earlier days when I felt
confident, at least on a superficial level, of
what we were doing and why we were over
there.
For all the tut-tutting from politicos over
the general releasing his report to the public,
McChrystal is really only stating the obvious.
Hunting terrorists requires a lot more than
just some 18-year olds and remote control
planes. All the munitions in the world aren’t
going to kill Osama Bin Laden or win a counter-insurgency unless you have the human
intelligence, provided by Afghan locals, to let
you know where to drop your bombs. And if
you want an Afghan farmer to point out the
spider hole where the bad guys are hiding,
you need to give him something in return.
Number one, far and away, says McChrys-

tal, is security. The farmer isn’t going to give
you anything if it means the very next day his
daughters end up as compost for an insurgent
poppy field. Therefore U.S. troops need to get
outside of their walled forts and patrol among
the people.
Of course, security is not the whole of the
matter. Second on the list, the farmer wants
economic opportunity and government that
works. That means development, popular
enfranchisement, combating corruption, and
building political institutions that promote a
just society. So not only is it a matter of more
troops in the streets, it’s getting the Afghan
government to reform to the point where its
citizens respect its legitimacy and feel obliged
to aid it.
Read far enough into the McChrystal report, and it becomes clear that the general’s
plan for winning the war involves turning a
failed state into a functioning state, the salient
feature of which is a proactive and uncorrupt
security force. This would already be a tall
order (for which the general makes no guarantees of success) were the advice limited to
Afghanistan.
But if one concludes, as McChrystal implicitly does, that American strategic interests
are best served by mending a failed state, then
why not extend the same level of resources
that are being expended in Afghanistan to
other failed states and regions, such as southern Yemen, Somalia, or tribal Pakistan? Each
of these areas is an incubator of international

terrorism — why should we have boots on the
ground in one country but not another? For
now, Obama has shrugged off such proposals by saying that it is more effective to “work
with international partners.” But it remains
unclear what metric the president is using to
decide that international partnering (whatever that entails) makes greater sense than
putting boots on the ground, and whether the
president’s calculation is likely to change in
the future.
The real danger is not that the president
will make an active decision to deploy American troops in another failed state, but rather
that he will drift toward that outcome over time
without pausing to weigh the costs of such a
policy. Blame it on Bush, or on the inherently
complicated nature of counter-terrorism, but
America stands today without a grand strategy for confronting terrorism. Are we seeking to
actively roll back terrorists, to evict them from
the territories they exert control over? Are we
seeking to contain them, and wait until the
proper application of American soft power or
some other force causes terrorism to unravel
by itself? Are we seeking to create a bunkered
America, where we maintain our own security
through careful border and port control, but
resign places like Somalia to unchecked anarchy? Or is there no grand strategy, and everything is on a case-by-case basis, which begs
us to ask, what are the factors we will use to
differentiate between cases?
McChrystal is a military expert, not a crafter

of grand strategies. Beyond executing the mission handed to him, his role is limited to explaining the options available and describing
the trade-offs between them. In other words,
he can tell us how much juice we can get for
so much squeeze, but not whether the juice
is worth the squeeze. His report on Afghanistan tells us that happy hunting on the cheap
is neither effective nor sustainable, and that
to secure the country, a better resourced, differently targeted effort is needed. We should
trust his judgment. But we should not conclude that McChrystal’s recommendations
constitute the ideal response to terrorism.
In short order, Obama needs to do two
things: First, he needs to decide on a clear,
concrete strategy for dealing with terrorism;
his foreign policy on this subject must not become the global equivalent of whack-a-mole.
And second, he needs to sell the “Obama
Doctrine” to the general public. Presidents
have a great deal of leeway in managing foreign policy, but the hallmark of a great statesman is in not playing his hand beyond what
his public will support. If Obama believes that
a broad new commitment is needed to combat terrorism, he needs to begin coaxing the
American public towards that conclusion as
soon as possible.
There are no easy choices, and Obama is
likely to suffer some political fallout no matter what choice he makes. But however hard
the choices are, the challenge of terrorism demands that a choice be made.

open letter

Proposal for second-semester freshmen to live in FSILGs
The following petition was posted online
at http://fsilg-housing.org/ on January 1,
2010. As of January 28, it has been signed by
697 members of the MIT community, according to the organizers.
We, the undersigned members of the MIT
community, urge the MIT administration
to allow undergraduates to live off campus
during the second semester of their freshman year. This proposal is made in consideration of:
1. The lifelong academic, leadership,
and service opportunities provided to freshmen by residence-based advising such as is
found in FSILGs.
2. The resolution of safety and risk management concerns which were the original
justification for requiring freshmen to live in
dormitories.
3. The improvements to mental health
and academic outcomes that are the result
of being allowed to live with one’s chosen
support community during the challenging
experience of taking MIT courses on grades
for the first time.
4. The superiority of utilizing existing
housing capacity in FSILGs in the face of rising enrollment, particularly as compared to
decreasing graduate housing, removing undergraduate housing guarantees, or building
redundant housing.

For over a century, the Fraternity, Sorority, and Independent Living Group (FSILG)
system at MIT has represented an unparalleled opportunity for leadership education,
independence, and community service in a
residential setting which continues to provide opportunities for a lifetime. Since 2002,
first year students have been required to live
in dormitories in order to address concerns
about safety and risk management with the
FSILG system circa 1997. Even if we concede
that the FSILG system of 1997 had safety
concerns, it is undeniable that the FSILG
system of 2009 is more responsible, more
attentive to risk management issues, and
has significantly more direct oversight from
alumni and MIT than the FSILG system of
1997. Specifically:
1. The FSILG system of 2009 has a decade-old comprehensive risk management
and alcohol policy designed to protect students from dangerous situations.
2. The FSILG system of 2009 has responsive governing bodies with a long track record of strongly sanctioning any FSILG found
to violate those risk management policies.
3. The Association of Independent Living Groups (AILG), an alumni organization,
works with individual FSILGs to ensure that
they are operating in a safe and sustainable
manner. The AILG also oversees the FSILG

accreditation process and creates RA policies.
FSILGs are as safe of a living environment
as dormitories, and they can often provide
better community support due to their small,
close-knit communities. Allowing freshmen
to move into the FSILGs during the second
semester strikes the right balance of adequate time to choose an appropriate support community, and the benefits of living
with that community during the challenging
experience of taking MIT courses on grades
for the first time. Housing first year students
within the FSILGs can also be a key contributor to efforts to focus on the freshman year.
FSILGs have over a century worth of experience in residence-based advising, with upperclassmen and alumni actively taking an
interest in and responsibility for the wellbeing and success of the younger members
in their communities.
Allowing second semester freshmen
to live in the underutilized capacity of the
FSILGs would alleviate dormitory crowding. Dormitory crowding is already an issue, and the crowding problems will become only more pronounced if the Institute
moves forward with plans to increase enrollment as outlined in the Institute-wide
Budget Planning Task Force Report. The
alternative options for alleviating crowd-

Let frosh live in FSILGs
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and that Constitution Avenue was replete
with people as far as the eye could see. As to
counter-protesters, we did not see a single
one. Afterwards, we heard there were just a
couple dozen outside the Supreme Court.
Given the number of people present,
it is striking how little coverage the March
garnered from the media. Is it because they
are beholden to liberal interests, as some
claim? Or is it because this was the 37th annual march and society has gotten used to
these demonstrations over the years? In the
latter case, it says a lot about our civilization.
The counter-protesters at least knew this was
a matter of life and death, a matter on which
a civilization stands or falls. If indifference
caused the lack of attention, this bodes ill not
just for the unborn but for the basis of the
U.S. democracy. A people that stands idle
while more than a million babies are aborted
annually and cannot own up to that fact, a
people that is not scandalized by the fact that
90 percent of babies with prenatal diagnoses
of Down Syndrome are aborted (eugen-

be a FSILG are prevented from acting on
that decision.
I personally think that there could be
benefits to freshmen living in dorms their
first semester; this gives them a stable default environment without a long-term
commitment to any living group. However,
after an entire semester at MIT, if a freshman
wants to move off-campus to be with their
support community, it seems obviously detrimental and even dangerous to force them
to stay where they don’t want to be. I would
hope that anyone who has found a residential community they love also has enough
humility to realize that no community is
right for everyone — I certainly wouldn’t
recommend tEp to every student.
Beyond the effects that the current policy
has on freshmen is the more subtly damaging effect that the policy has on dorm culture
and leadership. Due to current crowding
and the negative cultural effects of “ghosts”

(freshmen who take space in a dorm without participating in the community), dorm
culture is being weakened. By allowing
freshmen to move into FSILGs during their
second semester, there will be more space
available for dorm halls to house residents
who are committed to their dorm community, encouraging dorm residents to stand
up and become strong leaders.
I think that with increased cooperation
between FSILG alumni/students and MIT,
we can not only improve campus life, but
also encourage the incredible diversity, creativity, and dedication that comes out of the
oldest form of “residence-based advising”
there is at MIT. I feel that this conservative
proposal offers a practical middle ground
where freshmen are encouraged to spend
the time needed to find a community where
they can thrive and are given the freedom to
live with that support group.
Brian Neltner is member of the class of
2005 and a Graduate student in the Department of Material Science and Engineering.

Letters, from Page 4

ing in dormitories outlined in the Report,
namely:
1. to no longer guarantee 4-year oncampus housing and force already stressed
upperclassmen to brave the Cambridge/
Somerville housing markets,
2. to build new undergraduate dormitories using scarce funding in these hard financial times, or
3. to further reduce graduate housing
options by converting even more graduate
housing to undergraduate use
are manifestly less desirable than simply
utilizing the currently existing, underutilized, and free-to-MIT off-campus capacity
happily provided by the FSILG system.
The benefits of FSILG residence during
the first year are compelling academically,
socially, and with respect to mental health.
FSILG residence is practical because it utilizes existing housing which is both safe and
appropriate in price and environment for
undergraduates. We encourage MIT to favorably consider this proposal as an option
that can be implemented very rapidly and at
no significant cost to MIT as they consider so
many other major changes to the MIT system to improve efficiency, culture, and the
strength of an MIT education.
— Submitted by Brian Neltner G
on behalf of the FSILG Housing Initiative

ics in everything but name), according to a
May 2007 article in the New York Times, is a
people that has forgotten the words of their
forefathers: “that the price of liberty is eternal
vigilance.” Truly, the rights to liberty and to
the pursuit of happiness are empty without
the right to life.
Many might say that we pro-lifers do
not care about the mother or what happens to the babies once they are born or
that we should be “whole-life;” caring as
much for the unborn as for the casualties
of war or natural disasters. Of course these
are extremely important issues as well, to
which time and attention must be devoted,
but we think that abortion is the moral issue
of our time. Indeed, this coming semester
MIT Pro-Life will share resources that the
Institute has to offer for pregnant students.
Through our events and our weekly Friday
table in the Infinite Corridor, we hope to
engage people in a civil discussion about life
issues, to acknowledge the reality of abortion
in this country, and to work towards ending
abortion in the foreseeable future.
— Jose A. Correa G
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Various States of Undress

I Don’t Need No Minute Man
By M.
I’m horrible as far as introductions go,
so I’ll say this: For someone who got tapped
to write the sex/relationships column for
The Tech, I sure have been having a crappy
sex life as of late. Pathetic, even. I used to
have pretty good sex, but at some point, it
all went to shit.
I recently went three long, lonely months
without sex. Not even a kiss. Normally, this
would have made me miserable, but I was
recovering from a broken heart. The last
thing a girl who got massively dumped
needs is sex, unless we’re talking about ex
sex, which was completely off the menu.
Not to say that I was lacking any prospects. One particularly forward guy really
put it out there: He tried to kiss me at a party
and, when I turned him down, he went
home, looked me up on Facebook, and made
a lousy attempt at cyber sex. (Do people still
do that shit? I thought we’d left that back in
the ’90s, along with dial-up.) I don’t really
know if I should be flattered that he tried to
get freaky over the Internet with me, but that
moment really cemented the fact that my sex

life had truly taken a turn for the worse.
And if it isn’t bad enough that I wasn’t
getting any ass, I also wasn’t showing myself any love. I only took out my vibrators
to clean them regularly, stacking them
back neatly in their drawer, right next to
the brand-new bottle of lube I’d bought as
encouragement. With the way things were
going, it’d be a fucking long time before my
vag met a condom-wrapped delight.
But then, one night at the pub, a fine
young fellow approached me and we got
to talking about God knows what. He asked
me for my number and texted me promptly
saying that it was nice to meet me and asking if I’d like to go out. I hesitated a bit because, after the nasty break-up, I wasn’t exactly in the mood for some other guy’s crap,
but I figured it was a free meal and I didn’t
have much to lose. The least I could do was
fuck the dude and get myself out of my sex
drought. So we met up for some food and
then went back to his place, where he didn’t
waste any time putting his moves on me. He
was quite a good kisser, and I soon found
myself getting hot for him, which I took as a
sign that I needed to jump this guy, pronto.

Well, I did — and it was the lousiest fuck I
have ever had, hands-down. I am convinced
God is finally punishing me for being so bad.
Everything that could have gone wrong, did:
He couldn’t get hard at first. I tried every

He was quite a good
kisser, and I soon found
myself getting hot for
him, which I took as a
sign that I needed to
jump this guy, pronto
fucking trick in the book to bring him up to
speed, but no amount of sucking or tugging
at his dick seemed to work very well. When
we finally got his peen to function properly,
dude came like Polaroid film. My friends
now kindly refer to him as Two-Minute Man,
which I think is a rather fitting (and perhaps
even a bit generous) nickname.
Now, I’m an understanding gal. I know
that sometimes guys get a bit excited and

blow their wad too early in the game, and I
try to be a good sport about it. I would have
given him a second shot had he played his
cards right and gotten me off. But he didn’t
even try to make up for it! Boys, let me be
the one to tell you: The only kind of In-nOut that women like serves burgers and
shakes, and even they do it animal style. If
you are unfortunate enough to be a twopump chump, you better back that shit up
with some fine fingerbanging skills, or be a
trouper and eat her out. Or at least be down
for a second round, seriously. Have some
fucking manners, will you? Whatever happened to ladies come first?
Needless to say, I was quite disappointed to have come out of my retirement with
such a lame lay and thought that would set
the tone for what was to come. Fortunately,
the next week found me in bed with another young fellow who not only outlasted the
first one, but was more than happy to treat
me to second helpings. Now that’s my kind
of man.
M. is a junior in Course 10, and she
swears this piece is not about you. Contact
her at undress@tech.mit.edu.

Review

Sex toys: Two can play at this game
By Christine Yu
and Lena Chen
Christine: Sexually adventurous as I am, I managed to talk a
partner into trying out a vibrating
cock ring. From his initial hesitation, I should’ve known better.
All the literature out there talks
up the benefits for both partners.
Guys get the sensation and satisfaction of extending their orgasm,
whereas girls get effortless clitoral and g-spot orgasms. Maybe
our cock ring was broken, but my
partner and I spent 45 minutes of
going at it before realizing that we
were both faking it. If anything,
the toy just drowned out our phony moans with its annoying buzz.
Since then, I’ve avoided toys
for two. They’re supposed to add
adventure and sensation to the
bedroom, but they don’t all work
for every couple. Part of the problem is that many couples’ toys

only come in once size. Attention toymakers: Vaginas aren’t all
alike.
Then again, most couples’ toys
can also be used solo. Guys can
rock the cock ring on their own,
and devices such as the WeVibe
are pleasureable even without a
partner. Thus, they’re a great investment even if you’re single.
Beyond toys, body supplies
like sensual massage oils and
powders, or chocolate body paint
stimulate extra your other senses
in the bedroom. You could use
these products solo as well, but
that would be depressing.
With Valentine’s Day approaching, reviews for couples’
products seemed appropriate.
After my cock ring incident, I’ve
learned not to use men as my
guinea pigs, so I tested the products (except for the massage oils)
by myself. Lena, though, tested
them with her partner.

We-Vibe
Christine: The We-Vibe presents
the option of both internal and
external stimulation for solo or
partner use. The first edition
($130) offers two speeds, but
the second edition ($85-$95)
gives you nine. It’s controlled
by two grooves in the top center, by pushing the left groove, it
gives one speed; to stop it, push
the right groove, and vice versa.
This allows the user to control
the speeds easily, which is ideal
for couples play. It’s great for
solo use as it allows for handsfree stimulation of two regions.
However, the biggest issue I
have with the We-Vibe is that
for such a pricey toy, it seems
incredibly flimsy. The company
gives you a carrying case that
seems like an eyeglass hardcase. I don’t believe I’ve ever
been afraid that I’d break a sex
toy. (Efficacy: B; Design: B)
Lena: One of the only toys on the
market designed especially for
couples, the We-Vibe performs
equally well in mutual and solo
play. Despite its diminutive size,
the We-Vibe delivers powerful
vibrations, and remains flexible
enough to be used alongside
penetrative intercourse. One
end can be inserted inside the
vagina while the other provides
external stimulation. While the
mechanics of solo enjoyment
are pretty self-explanatory, us-

Kama Sutra body oils
and paints
Christine: Kama Sutra markets products that
aren’t just for lovemaking. Instead, many of their
products focus on bodily intimacy, like massages
and other foreplay events. They all come with a
glorious scent, and they’re incredibly well-made.
Their Oils of Love (14.99) work exceptionally
well for back massages, along with their Honey
Dust Body Powder (22.99). I wish, though, that
their oils were packaged better. You just get a
bottle with a cork, which can lead to messy reopenings. Their Honey Dust Body Powder comes
with a feather, which makes application easier,
and it comes packaged within a plastic bag and
then satin pouch to prevent mess. Their Lover’s
Body Paint (11.99) is tasty, and it comes in three
flavors: milk chocolate, dark chocolate raspberry, and rich caramel. (Though I admit I refuse
to mix food and sex because of the mess.) Their
Body Soufflé ($17.99) is rich, luxurious lotion that
smells delectable. These products are somewhat
difficult to find, and ordering them online seems
to be the way to go, as I haven’t seen any of these
in sex shops around Boston. (Overall: A)
Lena: If you’re going to incorporate food into
your bedroom routine, then be prepared to shell
out a little extra for quality products. This isn’t
one area where you’ll want to cut corners. Kama
Sutra is one line of intimacy products that won’t
make your nether regions break out in a mysterious rash, but the price point is a bit higher than

Tuyo

Cool Whip (or whatever it is that people put on
their bodies during sex). Kama Sutra’s Body Soufflé, a decadent massage cream, comes in a variety
of yummy-sounding flavors (vanilla, chocolate,
mint, and strawberry), though it smells much
better than it tastes. If you don’t have a back to
rub, it can also double as an extra moisturizing
lotion. The Oils of Love and the Honey Dust Body
Powder, my favorite product, are also great for
massage, though the former has no warming
properties. The latter is created from actual honey and has a pleasant sweet taste without being
sticky. (Overall: A–)

part of the same collection. Both came in beautiful satin-lined boxes, and in both cases, I wanted
to like the product because of the packaging. But
the Tuyo shares the same flaw with the Onye: It
has one clicker that cycles through the different
speeds, and it’s impossible to backtrack. Even
though the eight speeds feel pleasant, the circular
toy’s radius seem too great for comfortable use,
with or without a helper. Efficacy: C; Design: D.

David M. Templeton—The Tech

We-Vibe by Standard Innovation Corporation. One end goes
in, the other stays outside
ing the We-Vibe with a partner
takes some getting used to.
There’s definitely enough room
down there to fit two, but since
orifices vary by size, this toy may
be better suited for those with
roomier openings. As a petite
Asian gal, I didn’t think the WeVibe felt uncomfortable, but the
constant readjusting was a bit
annoying. The We-Vibe is also
rechargeable, but unfortunately, my first-generation toy only
survived a few sessions before I
broke the charging mechanism.
I have high hopes for the newest version. (Efficacy: B; Design:
B+)

David M. Templeton—The Tech

Honey Dust Body Powder by Kama Sutra.
The dust is edible; the feather is not.

David M. Templeton—The Tech

Tuyo by Cool Hunting. It’s pretty, at least.

Christine: The Tuyo ($64.99), upon first glance,
doesn’t look like a sex toy; it looks a futuristic pod
gadget. Big Teaze is a company known for its “sillier” designs, such as the I Rub My Duckie. However, they created a line called B3 for those who
like their toys to be more sophisticated. Lena and
I previously reviewed the Onye, and the Tuyo is

Lena: Enclosed in a satin-covered case, the
Tuyo doesn’t disappoint when it comes to presentation — but that doesn’t make the device look any
less like a pool ball. Luckily, it doesn’t feel like one.
Lightweight and equipped with three speeds and
five vibration patterns, the Tuyo is a buzzing ball
that fits as easily on a palm as on a vagina. When I
tried out the toy on my own, I found the Tuyo easy
to handle by rolling it with my palm. But when it
came to getting me off, the Tuyo just couldn’t finish
the job on its own. Though it is technically suitable
for couples, the Tuyo doesn’t feel as comfortable
when two are playing. Try as we might, my partner and I couldn’t find a way to cradle the Tuyo
between his testicles without him getting ticklish.
Though I’m open-minded, there’s only so much
you can do with a flawed concept. This is the first
spherical sex toy I’ve ever tried, and sadly, I think
it’s going to be the last. (Efficacy: B–; Design: B)
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You’ve read the reviews. Now we want to spread the love. Tell us why you deserve a sex toy!

A

nother sad, single
Valentine’s day? Not
this year! This year,
The Tech is here to ease
your loneliness...with sex
toys and lube! (What did
you expect?) If you’d like to
win one, write in to cl@tech.
mit.edu with “Sex Toy Giveaway” in the subject line,
and tell us why you deserve

a particular item. Unrequited love? An incompetent
partner? An inconvenient
mole? Share your pain.
We’ll print the winners
(with the name redacted,
of course). Prizes will be
announced on Friday, Feb.
12. We will only accept entries from MIT e-mail accounts.

For Women:
Tantus Echo Vibrator (Midnight
Purple) ($59.99)
Big Teaze, Flower Power Keychain,
keychain ($14.49)
Big Teaze, I Rub my Duckie, travelsized, Paris noir ($18.99)
Big Teaze, I rub my penguin, 3
speed ($25.99)

David M. Templeton—The Tech

Jack Jelly and Stroke 29 lubes from Gun Oil. Take care of yourself.

Condom Cases by Big Teaze. You can also put moist towelettes in there.

Big Teaze, I rub my wormie ($32.99)
Big Teaze, I rub my fishie, travel,
black and yellow fire print ($19.99)
OhMiBod, Club Vibe ($49)

For Men:
Gun Oil, Jack Jelly ($8.65)
Gun Oil, Stroke 29 ($14)

David M. Templeton—The Tech

I Rub My Duckie by Big Teaze. Waterproof. For bathtime.

David M. Templeton—The Tech

David M. Templeton—The Tech

I Rub My Penguin, Fishie, and Wormie and Flower Power keychain, all by Big Teaze. Not only are these
vibrators disgustingly cute, it’s also extremely unclear which end you’re supposed to use.

For Everyone:
Hathor Aphrodisia, Vegan Lube, Plain
($18)
Hathor Aphrodisia, Vegan Chocolate
Strawberry ($22)
Big Teaze, Condom case, 2, one in
red, the other pink ($15.99 *2)
We-Vibe, 1st generation ($85)

David M. Templeton—The Tech

Echo Vibrator from Tantus. Screwy.

Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life

The Tech’s 2010 Sex Toy Giveaway
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Hard Sudoku
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Solution, page 9
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Steal My Comic by Michael Ciuffo

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Texas mission
6 Composers’ grp.
11 __-fi
14 De Brunhoff’s
elephant
15 Mythical weeper
16 Forever and a day
17 Newlywed’s
transport?
19 Nuptial lead-in
20 Will contents
21 Symbol of
Communism
23 Blades to cut blades
26 Leaning
27 Open sore
30 Agile deer
31 Toshiba rival
32 Neighbor of Isr.
33 Wound cover
35 Unchanging

38
40
42
43
45
47
48
49
50
52
54
56
58
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

Solution, page 9

Israeli resort
Our country, slangily
Created
Change postal maps
165, once
Negative link
Singer Sumac
Scare word
Twistable joint
Pale
Not close-minded
about
Storage rooms
Helmet
Old salt
Racketeer’s transport?
Approves
Attempter
“Tomorrow” musical
Born
Maternally related
Simpleton

DOWN
1 French cleric
2 “I Remember
Mama” character
3 Somewhat
4 “__ Butterfly”
5 Noted speakers
6 Leaf-cutter, e.g.
7 Knight’s title
8 Rough
9 Irish Rose’s love
10 Hanging ornament
11 Sanitation transport?
12 Strong pink
13 Motionless
18 Actor Ayres
22 Word with engine or
bath
24 Big times
25 Peter Weller movie
27 Manipulator
28 Singer Lovett

29 Native American
transport?
34 Pool stick
35 Coltrane’s
instrument
36 Adored one
37 Beak’s fleshy adjunct
39 Big books
41 Ice on the move
44 Actress Fabray
46 City in Rome
49 __-Herzegovina
51 Emphatic refusal
52 Respond to
53 Quench
55 PMs
57 Small gull
59 Ranch worker
60 LSD, to users
61 Those people
64 Place to surf
65 Dander

Royal Bengal

Eating Disorder Treatment
Treatment of Adults Suffering from
Anorexia and Bulimia Nervosa

Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

This space donated by The Tech

Informed clinicians refer their clients to
Laurel Hill Inn. LHI provides the most
effective treatment and deploys the highest
staff-to-client ratio in New England. We
provide extensive programming in a highly
structured and supervised non-institutional
therapeutic setting. Evening, day, and residential treatment as well as
weekly support groups in West Medford and West Somerville. Call
Linda at 781 396-1116 or visit www.laurelhillinn.com.
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‘Iron Nerd’ wins
website contest with
social gym app
By Ana Lyons
News Editor

In the end, it all worked out for
Daniel A. Whitlow ’10 and JongMoon Kim ’09. Last Thursday, the
team won first place, and $4,000
in the third annual 6.470 Web Programming Competition. Their social networking site, “Iron Nerd,” lets
users exercise with their friends.
The challenge for this year’s
competition was to build a publicly
available interactive web application that related to the topics of
food, health or sports. Submissions
were required to store and display
data from a database and integrate
third party data or a data visualization. Projects were judged for their
usability, functionality, originality,
and aesthetics.
6.470 participants received six
units of credit for finishing the
month-long course. They also competed for a share of the $30,000
prize money.
Whitlow and Kim’s winning design lets users to check in remotely
to their local gym, find workout
friends, and do an optimal workout
as part of a multi-platform social

network which will soon include an
iPhone application, the team say.
“One of the big parts about getting fit is getting the motivation
to workout everyday. Iron Nerd
keeps track of which days you have
worked out and which days you
have skipped, posting it as part of
your profile,” Kim said. “Social motivation, we figure, can be a powerful ally in getting you out of bed and
over to the gym in the morning.”
Whitlow and Kim came in third
in the 2009 competition. Whitlow
said they decided to collaborate
again about a week into the competition.
Even though the competition
has now ended, Whitlow says that
they are still polishing their website.
“Just last night I added a graph
function that lets you track progress
for different exercises” along with
“more impressive visualizations
that show which exercises target
which muscles,” he said.
Kim also mentioned that a companion iPhone application is near
completion. “It will include a few
hidden feature surprises we are incredibly excited about,” he said.

Article tags, new fonts
improve readability
Redesign, from Page 1
the outside edges of the page.
You will be able to flip directly to
the section you want to read.
• To make skimming easier, article
tags above headlines will signal
special types of articles: features,
reporter’s notebooks, guest columns, and so on.
• The typeface for text has changed
from Times New Roman to Utopia, a recent highly-readable design by Robert Slimbach.
• Headlines in Campus Life and
Arts, photo captions, and entries
in tables are now set in Univers,
a sans-serif typeface designed

by Adrian Frutiger. Univers is
used in situations where legibility is critical: on subway signs in
San Francisco and Montreal; for
graphics on CNN; on the keys of
Apple laptops.
Today’s changes herald greater
improvements. Over the next couple of weeks you will see new features in every section as we ramp
up our in-depth reporting, add new
columns by some of the best writers on campus, and introduce new
ways for you to interact with us.
As always, if you have comments
or would like to talk to an editor,
please contact us at general@tech.
mit.edu

The Tech
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‘Best dressed’ Maslab robot Victorious
6.270 robot
has vacuum feed system
Maslab, from Page 1
erwise teams independently design
and built their own robots.
“I didn’t really know who I expected to win,” said Eric M. Timmons ‘10, Maslab Program Director and previous participant.
Compared to past years’ robots,
“the robots [this year] in general,
improved,” he said.
Even though Team 9 was outperformed by Team 10 in the mock
competitions, Team 9 improved its
motor design a couple of days before the competition by eschewing
gears or chains for a direct drive
mechanism to turn its wheels. The
team also mounted a camera at the
head of the robot, four short range
infrared sensors on the sides, and
a gyroscope within the robot itself.
The gyroscope not only helped the
robot drive straight, but also let it
detect whether it was stuck.
“This last week [Team 9] was really persistent. They just kept working and working and working,” said
Timmons.
Some teams went beyond and
ordered components that were not

provided by the staff: higher-voltage
batteries, high-torque stepper motors, even a car vacuum. The Maslab
staff gave the “Best Design” award
to Team 1, a.k.a. “Team Mess.”
Team 1’s robot, named “Biscotti
Reflections,” was completely lasercut out of acrylic and featured a
omni-wheel drive system, allowing
it to translate in an direction. The
staff also acknowledged its software
design and state machine implementation as beautifully done.
At the final competition, however, “Biscotti Reflections” experienced a USB-hub failure on its
EeePC, crippling its optical mouse
and visual sensory systems. “Things
happen that you really can’t plan
for—— you can’t expect,” said Timmons.
The award for “Best Dressed,”
which was decided by popular vote
among those who attended the
pre-final open house, was given to
Team 2. The winning team’s robot
exhibited a vacuum feed system to
pick up balls as well as a telescoping
camera platform, which was used
to map the entire playing field at the
beginning of its run.

Winning BattleCode team used
offensive strategy to beat Prof.
BattleCode, from Page 1
defeating all other teams and the
evil “Professor Mordemort.”
The winning team was composed of Steven P. Bartel ‘10, David Chen ‘10, Curtis B. Liu ‘10, and
Spenser J. Skates ‘10. Bartel and
Skates were also on last year’s winning team, “gtg ice skating lessons.”
In BattleCode, teams of one-tofour students program virtual robot armies each other to battle in a
real-time strategy game. This year,
teams were also required to mine
“flux” from the ground and construct buildings to gain points.
Sponsors offer nearly $40,000
in prizes, according to the event’s
website.
After defeating the other top
seven teams, the team “My Archon

Word.

Died Bellamfording the Stream”
competed against “Professor Moldemort,” who appeared in the competition two years ago. Andrew
Sugaya ’11, one of the organizers
for 6.370, commented that the competition was much more interesting due to the use of the “Professor
Moldemort” theme, saying “I think
we will definintely be using Professor Moldemort more next year.”
The winning team focused on
combat insead of collecting resources, Skates said. In that vein,
“Identifying enemy strategies [and
forming] specific ways of countering the enemy” were vital, added
Bartel.
Want to win BattleCode? “Don’t
be afraid to ask previous year’s top
teams for help,” Skates said.

dominated
with aesthetic
‘majesty’
6.270, from Page 1
weeks to transform these parts into
a working robot.
Keeping in part with this year’s
theme, the constructed robots, or
“Space Cats,” faced off in one-to-one
duels to determine who could catch
the most “mice” in the 8’x8’arena.
Backyard Bandit’s slightly sneaky
shenanigans won it the prize, its human masters said.
“I think our versatility allowed
us to overcome new problems that
none of the teams had really prepared for,” said Webber. “For instance we had never really fought
another team for a mouse before but
since our robot only needed to get
near a mouse to grab it, rather than
the prevailing method of making it
follow a magnet onto a platform,
we were able to avoid problems of
fighting other teams for mice.”
“Backdoor Bandit” looked the
part too. “GET SOME” was emblazoned on it exterior, along a (likely
ironic) smiley face. Its appearance
“effectively forc[ed] all other robots
to bow before [its] majesty,” said
Villagaray-Carski.
At first, thhe robot also sported
an automated candy dispenser, but
that was removed, Webber said. “It
was against the rules to lure mice
with candy,” he joked.
Winning first in the competition
“was exhilarating and victory tasted
like the sweet, sweet nectar of the
gods,” Villagaray-Carski said.
“I felt like what we did that night
would echo in eternity,” Weber
said.

Lions, tigers, and
penguins, oh my.

join@tt.mit.edu

technology@tt.mit.edu

W20-483, 617-253-1541

Now hiring for the Spring 2010 semester
Start at $12.50/hr

W20-483, 617-253-1541

LEGAL COUNSEL

MIT students, family, employers and
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel,
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq.
321-544-0012

Solution to Crossword
from page @@@

Information Services and Technology’s Computing Help Desk is now hiring for all
positions, including the Macintosh and PC Help Desk, Athena Consulting (OLC), and
Residential Computing (RCC).
All MIT student applicants are welcome.
Are you eager to learn more about computing at MIT? IS&T is looking for patient,
friendly and motivated students who enjoy problem solving. Come to our hiring session
for additional information about the great job opportunities with the MIT computing help
desk.

Solution to Sudoku
from page @@@

Hiring Info Session Thursday, Feb. 4, 4:30 - 6:00 in N42
Please see our hiring web page
http://ist.mit.edu/support/servicedesk/hiring

MIT Information Services and Technology http://ist.mit.edu/
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Former MIT president remembered for integrity
Johnson, from Page 1

Johnson an “extraordinary experience.”
“He was a humanist in the broadest sense of the word, appreciating
and fostering the many disciplines
that give richness and meaning to
an education and to a life,” Willmore said. “Calm in the midst of the
storm, unfailingly good humored,
with a sparkling wit and intelligence,
he had a keen sense of what to do
in virtually any difficult situation no matter how big or small. In the
midst of the most serious campus
confrontations in the late sixties, including the takeover of his office, he
refused to act with force, choosing
to rely on patience and discussion
instead. And it worked.”
MIT President Emeritus Paul
Gray said, “Johnson’s great contributions could not have been done
by his predecessor or his successor.
He kept the Institute from flying
apart when there was so much concern, so much noisy demonstration
and so much division on the point
of view of how the Institute should
respond to claims it was helping the
war effort.”
“It was an enormous contribution that he made, and in my view,
it has made all the difference to MIT
in the years since because there was
no fracture in the faculty or linger-

President Susan Hockfield. “He
continued to serve the Institute as a
loyal friend and advisor all his life,
and I was a most fortunate beneficiary. MIT is extraordinarily lucky
to have had the benefit of his leadership and his devotion.”
At the Institute’s helm from 1966
until 1971, a tumultuous period for
universities around the nation, Johnson gained respect for listening to all
sides and for combining progressive
views on issues such as Vietnam and
the environment with expertise in
management. Johnson described
those times in his book, Holding the
Center: Memoirs of a Life in Higher
Education, published in 1999.
“Students have told me, and I
agree with them, that they found
the institute to be academically vibrant during that time despite the
uproar,” he wrote. “Much that was
positive emerged from the upheaval, and, as in the aftermath of every
revolution, it is important to build
upon the good results and minimize the damage. That is what we
tried to do at MIT, sometimes with
success.”
Kathryn Willmore, former vice
president and secretary of the Corporation, described working with

ing resentment in the way things
were handled,” Gray said.
That Johnson knew many members of the faculty was a great help,
but it was his ability to be a good
listener that made Johnson a true
leader, according to Gray.
“He had this touch at just the
right moment with a little humor
that took the tension out of things,”
Gray recalled. “Not everyone had it.
I certainly didn’t have it, and that

Johnson oversaw such major
initiatives as the opening of several new residence halls (Eastgate
in 1967, Random Hall and the east
wing of McCormick Hall in 1968 and
MacGregor House in 1970). MIT faculty members also received Nobel
Prizes in three consecutive years during his tenure: Har Gobind Khorana
in 1968, Salvador E. Luria in 1969 and
Paul A. Samuelson in 1970.
He said of his presidency upon
resigning, “They have been the best
years of my life. They have been
years of strength for MIT as well.”
He went on to serve as chair of
the MIT Corporation from 1971 to
1983 and served on numerous governmental panels and as a trustee
or director of such institutions as
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
Radcliffe College, the Museum of
Fine Arts and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He was a Corporation
Life Member Emeritus since 1997.
“Howard Johnson was a man
we all thought was ageless,” said
MIT President Emeritus Charles M.
Vest. “I frequently sought Howard’s
counsel, and always found him to
be calm, thoughtful and incisive.
He was an active participant in MIT
Corporation meetings during my
presidency. He brought to the Corporation a precise and important

Johnson “kept
the Institute from
flying apart…”

— Paul Gray
right touch was part of his personality and management style.”
Gray recalled a number of longlasting changes that were accomplished during Johnson’s administration, including the creation of
the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) and
the Independent Activities Period
(IAP). The change from full-letter
grades to pass-no credit for freshmen was also introduced during his
administration.

‘corporate memory,’ yet was very
much on top of issues of the day.”
Born to a Scandinavian family in
Chicago in 1922, Johnson received
his BA from Central College in Chicago in 1943 and his MA from the
University of Chicago in 1947. He
was on the faculty of the University
of Chicago from 1948 to 1955, when
he came to MIT as associate professor of management and director of
the Sloan Fellowship Program. He
became professor and dean of the
Sloan School of Management in
1959, serving until 1966.
His public service includes
membership on the National Commission on Productivity, the National Manpower Advisory Committee, the (U.S.) President’s Advisory
Committee on Labor-Management
Policy, and the Scientific Advisory
Committee of the Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Johnson is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth (Weed) Johnson, and
three children: Stephen Johnson,
of Medford, Mass.; Laura Johnson, of Concord, Mass.; and Bruce
Johnson, of Mendocino, Calif. He
is also survived by three grandchildren: Luke Johnson Rogers,
James Lion Johnson and Oliver
Lion Johnson.
— MIT NEWS OFFICE

Need for irrigation inspires D-Lab Ecuador
D-Lab, from Page 1

went mostly unused: the finger exercise kits were too large and stiff
for children; the water therapy machine was missing a water heater
and was simply sitting in a corner
taking up space. We guessed that
the donations had come from well-

Mountains, and once, an active volcano.
Doing development work is
a humbling experience. In Santo
Domingo, we visited a school with
a small campus for special needs
students. All of us were silent after
touring the dirty classrooms, where
one teacher was in charge of around
20 students of all ages and diseases
ranging from Down’s syndrome to
cerebral palsy. In contrast, the special
needs program in my high school in
Michigan had two teachers for its five
students.
In the classroom, paint was peeling on the walls, water leaked out
from the bathroom into the classroom, and some of the desks and
chairs were broken. The physical
therapy room contained expensivelooking equipment that seemed out
of place. However, the equipment

We spotted women
with beautiful
woven purses and
were admiring
them when we saw
a strange sight...

proved on this idea by plugging the
holes up with cloth wicks, which
used capillary action to slowly release the water.
However, the capillary action
proved excessive, so a villager suggested putting the cloth wick inside
“sitsi,” a hollow reed-like plant that
grew in the mountains, so that the
drip could be focused on a single
point instead of on the entire surface of the cloth wick. It took us a
day to experiment and come up
with this final design for a drip irrigation system; everyone was very
excited about the design.
The villagers resolved to install
this prototype in one of their alfalfa
fields and monitor its efficacy. The
next day, we were invited to a “community gathering” in Santa Cruz
where many communities in the area
discussed building a new canal.
On the day of the community
meeting, we arrived early in Santa
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meaning donors who had not fully
considered the needs of the recipients.
Without the experience or resources necessary to help these
children, we felt helpless and frus-

trated.
In some other places, though,
we were able to help. In Atapo
Quichalan, we faced a challenge:
we had given away our pre-made
drip irrigation system to another
community we had visited earlier
and needed to make a new one. But
the challenge turned out to be one
of our best opportunities to apply
the principles of development we
had learned about: we designed a
new system in conjunction with the
local community using locally available materials. After all, they know
their own culture and resources
better than any of us.
For the drip irrigation system to
work, we needed to create holes in
the tube that permitted a slow but
constant drip. After experimenting
with different ways to cut holes in
the tubing, a villager tried to slow
the water’s flow by plugging up
some holes with sticks. We then im-
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Cruz. We spotted some women
with beautiful woven purses and
were admiring them when we saw
a strange sight: an entourage of
around twenty men in traditional
ponchos and fedoras were marching up the mountain road carrying
an assemblage of strange contraptions: long drip-irrigation tubing
with cloth wicks waving in the wind,
white PVC for the rainwater collection system, and a greenhouse constructed out of soda bottles.
Eventually, around 300 people
gathered to form a giant circle
around the villagers from Atapo
Quichalan as they proudly explained the designs in Quichua, the
indigenous language.
It was the people we met who
made our trip unforgettable. María
Marta Cotacachi Morales, an artisan
in one of the Andean communities we visited, let us visit her home
to see the mechanical loom with
which she made her crafts. Her attire matched her trade beautifully.
She dressed in a traditional white
embroidered blouse with flared lace
sleeve, a long black skirt, a multicolored woven belt, and lengths upon
lengths of gold beads around her
neck. She shyly told us that because
of competition from mass manufacturers in Colombia, Peru, and even
China, she and other traditional
Otavaleña artisans did not have a
market for their more expensive
products.
We left with the crazy idea of
having her make iPod cozies patterned with space invaders to sell
in the D-Lab craft fair. One of the
students in my group, Jessica C. Agatstein ‘12 stayed longer in María’s
community than the rest of us to
work on finishing the project. Our
idea gradually morphed into a plan
to find Marta a sustainable market
so that she would be able to send
her kids beyond primary school.
After visiting another community, the rest of my group returned
to meet Jessica. When we left, Marta
was hugging Jessica and weeping
into her shoulder. “Thank you so
much for coming and working with
us,” her husband said. “You are
the first people to step foot in our
house. We’ve had other people try
and work on projects in the community, but you are the first people
to step into our home and see how
we live. And we don’t know if it’s
God or someone else blessing us,
but we really want to work with you,
and we hope that this works out
because we really appreciate what
you’ve done.”
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The Tech

Men’s Basketball
Wednesday, 1/27
at U.S. Coast Guard Academy 

W 78-58

Saturday, 1/30
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute

W 74-66

Women’s Basketball
Wednesday, 1/27
at U.S. Coast Guard Academy

W 62-48

Saturday, 1/30
at Springfield College

L 72-54
Sean T. Tang—The Tech

Men’s Fencing
Saturday, 1/30
vs. U.S. Air Force Academy
vs. Haverford College
vs. New York University
vs. Hunter College
vs. University of Pennsylvania

L 19-8

vs. New York University

W 18-9
L 20-7

W 24-3
W 14-13

vs. University of Pennsylvania

L 15-12

Men’s Volleyball
Friday, 1/29
W 3-0

Men’s Swim and Dive
Saturday, 1/30
W 174-124

Women’s Swim and Dive
Saturday, 1/30
vs. Amherst College

L 159-139

Men’s Track and Field
Saturday, 1/30
vs. Bowdoin, Colby, Springfield, and Tufts

1st of 5

Women’s Track and Field
Saturday, 1/30
vs. Bowdoin, Colby, Springfield, and Tufts

1
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Wednesday, February 3

This space donated
by The Tech

“ I FEEL LIKE

A FISH
WITH NO WATER.”
–JACOB, AGE 5
DESCRIBING ASTHMA

7 p.m., Rockwell Cage
You know how to react to their asthma attacks.
Here’s how to prevent them.

W 15-12

W 20-7

vs. Amherst College

Upcoming Home Events
Men’s Basketball vs. Babson College

vs. Hunter College

at Southern Vermont College

client

L 18-9

Saturday, 1/30
vs. Haverford College

121736

L 17-10

Women’s Fencing
vs. U.S. Air Force Academy

Shooting for success: Members of the rifle team (from left to right) Timothy R. Jenks ’13, Christian
A. Valledor ’12, and Lionel F. Sotomayor ’12 take aim during a competition on Friday at the MIT rifle
range.

1st of 5

1- 866 - NO -ATTACKS

Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sp

SCOREBOARD

EVEN ONE ATTACK IS ONE TOO MANY.

For more information log onto
w w w. n o a t t a c k s . o r g o r c a l l y o u r d o c t o r.

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR ID ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAs.
Asthma - Newspaper - (4 1/4 x 3 1/2) B&W - ASTAST-N-11043-D “I Feel Like a Fish with no Water” 65 line screen
film at Horan Imaging: (212) 689-8585 Ref#: 121736
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Temporada Latina

Cambridge, MA

www.TLSalsa.com
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Swimming finishes
season undefeated

Thursday, February 4 is
COLLEGE NIGHT

By Paul Blascovich

Temporada Latina
@ Ryles Jazz Club

Daper Staff

Latin Dance with DJ Latino
Salsa ~ Merengue ~ Bachata

$6 with college ID
Salsa lesson 8:45
Temporada
Dancing 10-1
Latina is

Ryles Jazz Club
212 Hamshire Street
Cambridge, MA
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Increasing Safety

Science For A Better Life

In 1990, plastics accounted for about 9 percent
of the materials used in the average car. Today,
the figure can be as high as 20 percent.
Bayer MaterialScience is one of the world’s
largest and most innovative suppliers to the auto
industry, playing an active role in shaping the
future of the automobile.
Developing windows made of plastics, for
example, which offer increased safety benefits.
And energy-absorbing polyurethane, which helps
protect car passengers in an accident and –
when used in bumpers – can reduce the risk of
injury to pedestrians. For safer cars – and sheer
driving pleasure. www.BayerUS.com
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On Saturday, the No. 5 MIT
men’s swimming and diving
team battled the No. 16 Lord Jeffs
of Amherst College
in the Zesiger Center Pool. Amherst
held the score close
early in the meet,
but MIT hit their
stride and cruised to a 174-124
victory, locking up their second
undefeated season in Institute
history.
Before the start of the meet, five
MIT seniors were recognized for
their dedication and contributions
to Tech’s swimming and diving
program.
Luke R. Cummings ‘10 and Jeffrey Y. Zhou ‘10 had a stellar day
in their final home meet. In the 50
Free, Cummings (20.71) and Zhou

(21.49) led a 1-2-3 sweep with
teammate Wyatt L. Ubellacker ‘13
(21.79). To polish off their dualmeet career, each senior picked
up another individual win - Cummings in the 100 Free (46.25) and
Zhou in the 100 Fly (51.65).
In diving, Chao He ‘12 scored a
win for MIT in 3-meter (166.85).
Brendan T. Deveney ‘13 came
through big for MIT. After taking
second in the 200 Free (1:45.69)
behind Fraser and second in the
200 Back (1:56.72) behind teammate Brendan F. Liu ‘13 (1:54.18),
Deveney picked up his only individual win in the 200 IM (1:57.85),
securing the points that would seal
the meet for the Engineers.
MIT ends the season with an
8-0 dual-meet record, tying last
year for the best record in the Engineers’ history.
MIT swims next at the Wheaton
Invitational on February 6.
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